
AN ANALYSIS OF TYING ARRANGEMENTS: THE
OFFER YOU CAN'T REFUSE

By RICHARD A. SOLOMON*

In the motion picture "The Godfather," based upon Mario Puzo's book
of the same name, Don Corleone instructs a lieutenant to pay a visit to
someone the family had been having some difficulty with and "Make him
an offer he can't refuse!" The implications of his mandate are obvious. To
suggest that the same approach to persuasion is endemic to marketing
techniques employed by many of our largest and most prestigious in-
dustrial corporations may strike the reader as an overly strong indictment.
After all, these firms know that extortion is illegal-but so did the God-
father-and they are run by pillars of our best communities, Harvard men;
and they retain armies of lawyers to advise them regarding the law. Why
even a hurried perusal of the company policy manuals of the firms on the
Fortune Magazine list of our 500 largest industrial firms will reveal that
each has a formal, written policy that the company, in its desire to foster
good corporate citizenship, comply with the antitrust laws., So much for
fantasy!

The principal difference between extortion at the street crime level and
extortion at the corporate executive level is that in the latter case it be-
comes white collar crime under the Sherman Antitrust Act' (only a misde-
meanor which has never been prosecuted criminally in any event) and is
called "tying arrangement." Somehow, it is suggested that there is a mate-
rial difference between the highwayman's demand for "your money or your
life," and the oil company's demand-"buy our tires or we'll cancel your
lease, ' 13 or the salt company's marketing policy-"you can't use our pat-

* Partner in Gage, Brukoff, Dubin & Siudara, Southfield, Michigan. The Citadel (A.B.,
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1. See note 22, infra.
2. 15 U.S.C. §1 (1970): "Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or

conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign
nations, is declared to be illegal." 15 U.S.C. §14 (1970):

It shall be unlawful for any person engaged in commerce, in the course of such
commerce, to lease or make a sale or contract for sale of goods, wares, merchandise,
machinery, supplies, or other commodities, whether patented or unpatented, for
use, consumption, or resale within the United States or any Territory thereof or the
District of Columbia or any insular possession or other place under the jurisdiction
of the United States or fix a price charged therefor, or discount from, or rebate
upon, such price, on the condition, agreement, or understanding that the lessee or
purchaser thereof shall not use or deal in the goods, wares, merchandise, machinery,
supplies, or other commodities of a competitor or competitors of the lessor or seller,
where the effect of such lease, sale, or contract for sale or such condition, agreement,
or understanding may be to substantially lessen competition or tend to create a
monoploy in any line, of commerce.

3. Osborn v. Sinclair Ref. Co., 286 F.2d 832 (4th Cir. 1960), cert. denied, 366 U.S. 963
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ented machine unless you buy our salt,"' or the movie company's strata-
gem-"you can't get our good pictures.for your theatre unless you pay for
our dogs as well,"'5 or the fast food franchisor's ploy-"you can't operate
our franchisee unless you buy all your supplies from us!"'

In each instance, street crime and "salesmanship," the key element is
the coercive use of economic or other dominance over the victim (cus-
tomer) to force him to forego other more attractive alternatives in favor of
compliance with the extortive scheme.

The thesis of this article is that all tying arrangements are, and should
be analyzed and treated as nothing more than the naked application of
coercion. As such, the only proper test of liability in tying arrangement
cases should be the simple question-"did the scheme work?" Any seller
able to effectuate a tie-in scheme has infected the market for the tied
product with a pre-emption syndrome. He has, to the extent of his sales
of the tied product, prevented his competitors from competing for that
patronage on the basis of price and quality, erecting barriers to competi-
tion adverse to the policy of the Sherman Act. He has also to the same
extent enforced upon the customer a state of peonage. The very fact that
the scheme works evidences a monopolistic position in the tying product
or service, a position the law is designed to erode.

Legal analysis in the antitrust area requires that no per se rule of illegal-
ity be pronounced against a given practice until there has developed a
substantial body of case law in which the practice has been sufficiently
analyzed to achieve an understanding that its working and implication are
entirely pernicious.' We have struggled with tying arrangements in the
jurisprudence of the Sherman Act since 1893,8 and not on any sparse record
either. The time has come when the status of tie-ins can and should be
written in stone. As a consequence of having arrived at that point in analy-
sis, the usually arduous proofs and esoteric economic analyses introduced
in trials of these cases should be put aside as relics of a distant era. For
one thing, it would facilitate redress of this grievance by the small cus-
tomer who is unable to finance the expensive case. And since the first line
of defense in these cases is always to protract, complicate, and make costly
the administration of the lawsuit in order to foreclose the smaller customer
with his personal family attorney from an adequate day in court, a recogni-
tion of the fact that we know enough of the stuff of which tie-ins are made

(1961); Lessig v. Tidewater Oil Co., 327 F.2d 459 (9th Cir. 1964), cert. denied, 377 U.S. 993
(1964); Broussard v. Socony Mobil Oil Co., 350 F.2d 346 (5th Cir. 1965); Atlantic Ref. Co. v.
FTC, 381 U.S. 357 (1965); Shell Oil Co. v. FTC, 360 F.2d 470 (5th Cir. 1966); FTC v. Texaco
Inc., 393 U.S. 223 (1968).

4. International Salt Co. v. United States, 332 U.S. 392 (1947); Morton Salt Co. v. G.S.
Suppiger Co., 314 U.S. 488 (1942).

5. United States v. Loew's, Inc., 371 U.S. 38 (1962).
6. Siegel v. Chicken Delight, Inc., 311 F. Supp. 847 (N.D. Cal. 1970).
7. White Motor Co. v. United States, 372 U.S. 253 (1963).
8. Morgan Envelope Co. v. Albany Perforated Wrapping Paper Co., 152 U.S. 425 (1894).
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to pronounce an automatic per se rule against it would nobly serve the
public interest. Federal and state enforcement resources instill fear in no
one. But the managable private damage suit would have a chance to be
an effective deterrent in this area as a result of such an approach.

For this article, the petroleum industry will be used as a model because
it has been the most hard core recidivist in the use of tying arrangements.
The vertical structure of the relationship between the refiner and the oper-
ator of the retail service station has been tailored to vest total control of
operations in the refiner. Although many dealer leases and supply arrange-
ments specifically state that the refiner retains no control over station
operations (other than a right to insist upon acceptable station appear-
ance, and a frequent provision as to hours of operation),' in fact the con-
tract language is mere window dressing. The dealer who decides to take
advantage of the lower price and purchase his tires, batteries, and auto-
motive accessories (hereinafter TBA) from someone other than his refiner
will be told that he must cease immediately or be terminated as a dealer.
The next time he tries it he is simply terminated, or "busted" as the
dealers call it. The nature of the dealer-refiner relationship is pregnant
with every element of dealer dependency imaginable, and even the mere
subtle suggestion that he forego bargains and buy TBA from the refiner is
usually sufficient.

The United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit has given us
probably the best description of this relationship in its decision in Shell
Oil Co. v. FTC.'0 There the question was the legality under section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act" of a commission arrangement whereby
Shell, in exchange for a commission on tire sales by Firestone to Shell
dealers, "sponsored" Firestone TBA. The issue to be decided was whether,
by dint of Shell's dominance over its dealers, such a commission arrange-
ment should be deemed an unfair method of competition in commerce. In
characterizing the structure of the dealer-refiner relationship, Judge Wis-
dom contributed the following:

The relationship of a major oil company to its service station dealer goes
beyond the bigness-littleness antithesis that exists in innumerable con-
tract negotiations and in the operations of a modern, large business. The
inherent leverage a major oil company has over its dealers results from the
market structure of the industry and the special dependence on the com-
pany of the service station dealer (who is usually also a lessee). The classic

9. Illustratively, in Shell Oil Co. v. FTC, 360 F.2d 470 (5th Cir. 1966), the court makes
specific mention that the examiner found as to Shell that "[n]o inference or implication can
be drawn simply from the contractual relationship between Shell and its dealers that the
degree of control by Shell over its dealers is sufficient to force dealers to purchase only
sponsored TBA."

10. 360 F.2d 470 (5th Cir. 1966).
11. 15 U.S.C. § 45(a)(1) (1970). "Unfair methods of competition in commerce, and unfair

or deceptive acts or practices in common, are hereby declared unlawful."
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market factors of price, quality, attractiveness, and whatever enables a
retailer to resell goods at a profit are pre-empted by the TBA distribution
system superimposed from on high by deus ex machina. A man operating
a gas station is bound to be overawed by the great corporation that is his
supplier, his banker, and his landlord. When he hears that Shell will
benefit from his patronage of sponsored TBA outlets, the velvet glove of
request has within it the mailed fist of command. His interest in catering
to Shell's sponsorship of certain TBA will be especially strong when the
time for lease renewal approaches (once a year) or when a change in rental
or commission appears in sight. The run of the mill service station dealer
is a man of limited means who has, for him, a sizable investment in his
station. Much of the value of that investment is in goodwill attached to
the gasoline he sells, the TBA he stocks, and the location of the station
where he sells these products. While it is true that it is expensive for Shell
to switch dealers, it is far more expensive, in relative terms, for a dealer
to lose his station.12

The mechanics of structuring such a feudal system in the petroleum
industry involves the use of leases, contracts and financing arrangements
that are all cancelable or callable on anywhere from no notice to thirty (30)
days notice. By way of illustration, Gulf Oil Corporation'" uses a contract
of sale which refers to and incorporates the termination clause of various
"commodity schedules" describing the products to be dealt with. The sales
contract, therefore, has a thirty (30) day notice termination provision. This
is backed up by a sign rental agreement which Gulf may cancel without
notice of any kind. The rental agreement pertaining to the credit card
imprinting machine is cancelable on forty-eight (48) hours' notice.

These summary termination provisions, constituting as they do the right
to put the dealer or jobber out of business with or without cause, are non-
negotiable by the dealer or jobber and are a sword of Damocles constantly
hanging by a thread over the customer's head. As if that were not enough,
the Gulf financing program involving loans and lines of credit, especially
at the jobber level, are a case study in holding a gun to the customer's
head. A typical Gulf Oil "installment note," contemplating repayment
over a period of years, provides that the balance of the note will become
immediately due and payable without presentation, demand, or notice of
any kind, all of which are waived, upon termination of the underlying sales
contract between the customer and Gulf, no matter how terminated. An-
other classic is Gulf's "cognovit loan note," which is a demand note even

12. 360 F.2d at 487.
13. Reference to empirical data pertaining to the marketing practices of Gulf Oil Corp.

are based upon the actual documentation provided by plaintiff in Wayne Auto Supply, Inc.
v. Gulf Oil Corp., Civil No. 38626 (E.D. Mich., filed July 24, 1972), and Blodgett Oil Co. v.
Gulf Oil Corp., Civil No. 4-70030 (E.D. Mich., filed July 9, 1973). The documents are also
part of the court file in the above civil actions, having been appended to various affidavits
submitted to the court in connection with applications for interim injunctive relief. They are,
therefore, public information.
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though it is contemplated that repayment will be amortized over a course
of dealing covering several years. It recites that Gulf will withhold demand
for full payment as long as "other agreements of even date herewith" (the
sales contract and other contracts mentioned above, at least one of which
has a no notice cancellation provision) remain in force.

The effect of the foregoing is everything one could imaqine. Moreover the
customer can not hide behind a separate corporate entity, for he and his
wife are typically required to execute personal guarantess pledging all
personal assets including their home to secure the arrangement even in the
case of jobbers with million dollar businesses of long standing excellent
financial repute.

Judge Wisdom saw this in the Shell case, the Supreme Court of the
United States recognized it in Atlantic Refining Corp. v. FTC," other cases
involving TBA arrangements have pointed to these devices, and it is now
high time that our courts, when presented with such a pattern of inherently
coercive instruments, all of which are to be found in the customer's files,
obviating the need for extensive discovery, simply grant summary judg-
ment on liability under section 1 of the Sherman Act and proceed to
compute damages. Outside the petroleum industry, the right to use a
trademark coupled with a relatively (for him) heavy investment in a fran-
chised business should yield the same result where the plaintiff shows that
he and other franchisees have consistently purchased supplies from the
franchisor or from the same suppliers and there is no express tie-in provi-
sion in the franchise contract itself.

Proofs of market position and overt coercion or actual threats contribute
nothing, even if obtainable, except to emphasize the obvious. Dealers can
only rarely be found willing to testify against a supplier who can put them
out of business. Therefore, the plaintiff is usually the only reliable witness
available on his side of the case. The defendant, especially if it is an oil
company, will have several live employee witnesses to swear they never
engaged in any coercive conduct and that, as stated in their company's
antitrust compliance policy, dealers are free to buy from whomever they
choose. The rest of the defendant's case will consist of actual dealers or
franchisees, whose businesses are on the line, who are paraded before the
court to say they have always been free to buy wherever they wished.
Courts are still according some credibility to this phony testimony, al-
though there is a growing judicial maturity about it. 15 It is easily debunked

14. 381 U.S. 357 (1965).
15. Illustratively, in Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 58 F.T.C. 309, 320 (1961) (initial

hearing examiner's decision) the examiner included in his findings that dealers appearing to
testify on behalf of the respondent were under considerable pressure because they were natu-
rally interested in not jeopardizing the renewal of their leases. But compare Shell Oil Co. v.
FTC 360 F.2d 470, 482 (5th Cir. 1966), wherein the Fifth Circuit takes important notice of
the fact that the Commission could establish at trial only eleven complaining dealers out of
thirty thousand Shell dealers in the United States during the relevant period of time, and
that Shell and Firestone produced one hundred twenty-seven dealers who testified in defense
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by the taking of other customer depositions and examination during depo-
sitions of such witnesses' own records of supply purchases.8

Despite the fact that tying arrangements have already been examined
to death by the Court and the Federal Trade Commission and found to be
entirely pernicious to competition and without redeeming virtue, 7 we are
not yet, but should be, at the point of saying simply that if it worked as to
the plaintiff, it is illegal. As late as 1974 it was in doubt that a competitor

of their TBA plan. In an earlier case involving the same kind of oil company-rubber company
commission arrangement, Texaco, Inc. v. FTC, 336 F.2d 754 (D.C. Cir. 1964), the Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit had reversed the Federal Trade Commission's
finding that the Texaco-Goodrich arrangement was a violation of section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act relying in great measure upon a paucity of dealer testimony as to overt
coercion in the record. The ciruit court noted, in footnote one of its opinion, dissatisfaction
with the FTC hearing examiner's finding that coercion was exerted against Texaco dealers
because none of Texaco's thirty-eight thousand dealers was called to testify in support of the
complaint. Only five former Texaco dealers had stated that they were coerced, and five other
former dealers and fifty-four active dealers called by Texaco had stated that they were never
coerced or influenced in any way as to Goodrich TBA. While the D.C. Circuit was laboring
with this question, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals was coming to exactly the opposite
conclusion with respect to the identical arrangement between Atlantic Refining and Good-
year. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. FTC, 331 F.2d 394 (7th Cir. 1964). In Atlantic Refining,
the respondent had also paraded a number of dealers whose leases were on the line before
the hearing examiners so that they could say that they had never been coerced. The Supreme
Court took these matters under its wing in 1965 in Atlantic Ref. Co. v. FTC, 381 U.S. 357
(1965), and treated all of these TBA sales commission arrangements with petroleum compa-
nies as violations of section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The Supreme Court in
Atlantic Refining decided the case primarily on an analysis of the structure of the relationship
between Atlantic and its dealers, although the opinion is by no means devoid of substantial
reference to evidence of overt coercion.

16. The identification of the dealer or customer witnesses whom the defendant will call
to testify at trial is usually a last minute discovery matter. By this time, the discovery in
preparation for the plaintiff's case in chief will have been completed, and, since the plaintiff
could not have known who the defendant would call as a witness during that process, the
plaintiff will not have discovered the defendant's records with respect to the defendant's
dealings with its own proposed witnesses. In order to make the possibility of effective cross
examination of these witnesses meaningful, the delay inherent in FED. R. Civ. P. 34 should
be circumvented by special pre-trial order and the plaintiff should be allowed immediate and
accelerated discovery of the defendant's records pertaining to dealings with these witnesses.
The normal practice under rule 34 is to serve upon the defendant a Demand for Production
of Documents for Inspection and Copying, whereafter the defendant has thirty (30) days
within which either to produce the documents or file written objections to the demand.
Thereafter, assuming that the defendant has filed objections, the plaintiff must file a Motion
to Compel Production of Documents under rule 34, a process which usually involves waiting
two weeks to get a hearing. Since the parties are, by this time racing toward a trial date, the
court, on application of the plaintiff, can and should provide accelerated discovery whereby
the thirty (30) day waiting period is done away with and the defendant is ordered to produce
these files (usually available without an extensive file search) on short notice so that they
may be usuable at the deposition of the defendant's proposed dealer or customer witnesses.
Deposition subpoenas can also be used for this purpose, but a special pre-trial order is
preferred.

17. Northern Pac. Ry. v. United States, 356 U.S. 1 (1958).
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of the seller rather than a customer, could break up a tying scheme which
fenced him out of doing business with tie-in customers in the absence of
elaborate proofs of his lack of capability to off-set the exclusionary effects
of the arrangement by offering financial programs of his own to supplant
those which were the lever of the tie-in arrangement being challenged.,,
Quality control justification defenses are still largely mishandled." We still
wallow around in meaningless dialectics surrounding the question whether
the defendant has sufficient economic power in the tying product to appre-
ciably restrain trade in a not insubstantial amount of commerce in the tied
product. 20 The question whether overt coercion must be shown has not been
settled, and some courts are still willing to listen to the "but we never
enforced it" defense. 2' The defendant's formal antitrust compliance policy

18. Carlson Cos. v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co., 374 F. Supp. 1080 (D. Minn. 1974).
19. In Susser v. Carvel Corp., 332 F.2d 505 (2d Cir. 1964) the court fell for the proposition

that the franchisor of soft ice cream stores would not be able to articulate product specifica-
tions and standards which supplies of competing suppliers from whom the franchisees wished
to buy could be measured against for the reason that it was impossible to articulate standards
of texture and taste. By 1970, the Federal District Court for the Northern District of Califor-
nia in Chicken Delight was willing to let the question of the necessity of the use of tie-ins to
assure quality control on fried chicken dip mix (breading or batter) and the cooking and frying
equipment go to the jury. The court would not decide as a matter of law that the defendant
could articulate specifications on acceptable breading and batter mixes or cooking equipment
due to the specter of Susser. It is still relatively easy to persuade a court of the uniqueness of
a product on the basis of formulation difference vis-&i-vis competing products even though
the formulation differences do not materially differentiate the products in terms of their end
use fungibility. Thus, although you may change the formulation of a breading mix by slightly
increasing or decreasing salt, pepper or some other so called secret combination of herbs and
spices, there is no material difference and probably no cognizable difference whatever in the
taste and texture of the end product. As recently as 1973, this so called uniqueness and quality
control defense was still being played to the hilt. In Chock-Full-o' Nuts Corp., 3 TRADE REG.
REP. (FTC No. 8884) 20, 441, at 20, 334 (Oct. 2, 1973) it may be seen that the respondent
was actually claiming that his hamburger meat was a distinctive food product that had to
be tied-in to the Chock-Full-o' Nuts franchise to assure quality control. As it turned out, the
strategic characteristic was claimed to be spiciness, i.e., containing more salt and pepper. The
commission felt constrained to go through a product-category by product-category analysis
of hamburger, salad sandwich spreads, coffee, baked goods, and so called miscellaneous items
to pick apart this quality control defense. One cannot help but chuckle at the prospect of
extended discussion on the runniness of lemon pies and the egg concentration of certain rolls
in this context in today's technological society. That this kind of material is seriously pre-
sented as evidence of the impossibility of articulating quality control standards which do not
require the use of tie-in practices suggests that it is still widely assumed that the courts,
including the FTC, are regarded as gullible in the extreme.

20. Susser v. Carvel Corp., 332 F.2d 505, 512 (2d Cir. 1964), cert. granted, 379 U.S. 885,
cert. dismissed, 381 U.S. 125 (1965); Albert H. Cayne Equip. Corp. v. Union Asbestos &
Rubber Co., 220 F. Supp. 784 (S.D.N.Y. 1963); Lee Nat'l Corp. v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 308
F. Supp. 1041 (E.D. Penn. 1970); Osborn v. Sinclair Ref. Co., 286 F.2d 832 (4th Cir. 1960),
cert. denied, 366 U.S. 963 (1961); United States v. American Linen Supply Co., 141 F. Supp.
105 (N.D. Ill. 1956); Lessig v. Tidewater Oil Co., 327 F.2d 459 (9th Cir. 1964), cert. denied,
377 U.S. 993 (1964); Siegel v. Chicken Delight, Inc., 448 F.2d 43 (9th Cir. 1971), cert. denied,
405 U.S. 955 (1972).

21. Fortunately by late 1973 the Federal Trade Commission was at least willing to face
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statement in its company-employee manual can still be introduced into
evidence with a straight face.22 In short, there is enough issue clouding that
can be put into a trial record to make these cases too expensive to run for
attorneys who do not do a lot of antitrust litigation and their really small

up to the specious nature of the argument that, even though a particular provision in a
franchise contract, such as vertical price fixing or tie-in provisions, is illegal or ill-considered
as of the time the contract was drafted, we never really took it seriously or enforced it. The
full Commission decision in Chock-Full-o' Nuts clearly states:

The mere existence of a duly executed binding contract to fix prices between com-
petitors (or between licensor and independent licensee) however lightly its obliga-
tions may be regarded at various times by various parties, is inevitably a threat to
competition. Whatever current practice may be there is always some danger that
one of the parties will seek enforcement of the agreement, or that the other will feel
obliged to adhere. In this case, there was evidence that some licensees did charge
the same prices as Chock stores, and while this may well be in large measure
ascribable to competitive conditions, it is hard to envision the quantum of proof
that could convince one that it was not also due in some measure to the continued
existence of a written contract to maintain price equality.

Chock appears to argue that while its agreements were in themselves "improper"
(counsel's understandable euphemism for illegal) it nonetheless was not shown to
be engaging at the time of the Complaint in a plan or policy the purpose of which
was to fix, control, establish and maintain the retail prices at which Chock licensees
advertise, offer for sale, and sell food products as alleged in the Complaint. 3 TRADE

REG. REP. (FTC No. 8884) 20,441 at 20,338.
But compare the approach of the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals in Colorado Pump & Supply
Co. v. Febco Inc., 1973 Trade Cas. 74,297 at 93,381 (10th Cir. 1973), where the court treated
a contract authorizing the plaintiff to sell products, which he had already bought and paid
for, within a carefully described geographic territory was viewed as not constitution a per se
violation of section 1 of the Sherman Act following United States v. Arnold, Schwinn & Co.,

388 U.S. 365 (1967), but as a mere identification of territory which the plaintiff distributor
was charged with primary responsibility for servicing. In Colorado Pump, the court paid great
respect to testimony by defendant's employees that they never enforced any territorial re-
straint on the plaintiff distributor. Circuit Judge Murrah, dissenting in part, simply could
not swallow that line of reasoning and took the position that to adopt a non-enforcement
rationale as to such arrangements would make a shambles out of the Schwinn case.

22. Significant attention was paid by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals in Texaco, Inc.

v. FTC, 336 F.2d 754 (D.C. Cir. 1964), the fact that Texaco had placed in the record its

antitrust compliance policy which it periodically reannounced to its salesmen. This policy

declared to all and sundry that the Texaco dealer was an independent businessman to be

encouraged to expand his business by purchasing TBA through the recommendation of cer-
tain lines by Texaco personnel, but that Texaco had neither the right nor the desire to dictate

to the dealer or to influence him in any way as to the type of merchandise he should handle
or the source from which he should purchase it. The policy went on in grandiloquent terms

to explain that the Texaco dealer must be permitted to operate as an independent business-

man and anyone who violates the policy would be subject to immediate dismissal. It is

difficult to imagine a trier of fact even considering the existence of such "policy" as evidence.
These so called antitrust compliance policy statements have existed in the company files of

every price fixer and monopolist who has ever been convicted of violating the Sherman Act.
They constitute, in the history of American corporate management, a classic example of

authentic gibberish. Many more realistic and experienced corporate legal advisors have cau-
tioned their corporate clients that such statements should not even be included in company
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business clients. Accordingly, it is still unlikely that the retailer level po-
tential plaintiff can get a day in court. His damages usually do not justify
the resource committment required in these cases by a law office, and he
rarely can pay by the hour. Usually he has just been put out of business
or is about to go broke when he gets to the attorney, so that the attorney-
client arrangement is strictly contingent fee. If he comes in with a group
of people in the same fix, the aggregation of their damage claims makes
the case worth the effort on a contingent fee basis, but this is rarely the
situation. Unless the tie-in is specifically spelled out in a contract form
used by the potential defendant throughout its entire system, the class
action device of rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is not
available, 3 and even then certification of suits as class actions is something
any trial judge will try to avoid if there is any possible way to deny certifi-
cation.

An examination of these various elements of proof and their treatment
is hoped at this juncture to point out the need to streamline the prosecu-
tion of these cases.

policy manuals for the reason that when the company is subsequently found to have violated
not only its policy but also the law to which the policy relates, the presence of such a policy
in its manual lends an even more greatly aggravated aura to the conduct complained of. In
the great electrical equipment industry conspiracy cases, the lead defendant, General Electric
Co. had one of these compliance policy statements which was able to be viewed for exactly
what it was when the conduct of the company and its officers were exposed. There were
twenty indictments charging twenty-nine corporations and forty-five corporate executives
with fixing prices, allocating business and submitting rigged bids on twenty major electrical
equipment product lines covering one billion seven hundred and fifty million dollars of sales
annually. Seven executives were given jail sentences which they actually served, and twenty-
four others received suspended sentences or were placed on probation. The conspiracy gener-
ated more than one thousand nine hundred treble damage suits. Behind the antitrust compli-
ance policy of General Electric there was found to be a course of behavior centered around
clandestine methods of concealed meetings and colorful jargon devised by the conspirators
including "phases of the moon" formula for rotating bids, "Christmas card lists" for lists of
participants, "choir practices" for meetings. See also FULLER, THE GENTLEMEN CONSPIRATORS:
THE STORY OF THE PRICE FIXERS IN THE ELECTRICAL CONSPIRACY (1962); HERLING, THE GREAT

PRICE CONSPIRACY (1962); Smith, The Incredible Electrical Conspiracy, FORTUNE (April and
May, 1961); OPPENHEIM & WESTON, FEDERAL ANTITRUST LAWS 116 (1968). Some fresh air has
finally been introduced into the antitrust compliance policy kettle of rotten fish by District
Judge Duffey of the Southern District of New York in Gulf & Western Indus., Inc. v. Great
Atl. & Pac. Tea Co., 356 F. Supp. 1066 (S.D.N.Y. 1973). One of the issues in that merger-
securities case was the opportunity to violate the Sherman Act by engaging in reciprocal
dealing if the merger were permitted to be consummated. Gulf and Western, in denying the
antitrust allegations, pointed to its executive policy manual and particularly that portion
prohibiting reciprocal dealing among its subsidiaries. For the first time in the memory of this
writer, a federal judge called a spade a spade and characterized the manual as follows: "This
Executive Policy Manual seems to me to be the type of thing that is a piece of pap published
to be produced in any legislative or judicial inquiry." Id. at 1073.

23. Siegel v. Chicken Delight, Inc., 271 F. Supp. 722 (N.D. Cal. 1967); cf. Smith v.
Denny's Restaurants, Inc., 62 F.R.D. 459 (N.D. Cal. 1974).
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I. THE CAUSE OF ACTION

The elements of the tie-in case cause of action under section 1 of the
Sherman Act require either a whittling down or a greatly reduced approach
to proof burdens. There are basically four elements to the case:

(1) Two distinct and separate products or items of commerce;24
(2) Refusal by the seller to sell tying products separately from the tied

products, including separate sales to which some substantially disadvanta-
geous penalty is attached; 5

(3) Possession of sufficient economic power by the seller as to the tying
product to appreciably restrict competition in the market for the tied
product; 6 and

(4) the affecting by the restraint of a not insubstantial amount of com-
merce in the tied product.27

24. Siegel v. Chicken Delight, Inc., 448 F.2d 43 (9th Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 405 U.S. 955
(1972); Obsorn v. Sinclair Ref. Co., 286 F.2d 832 (4th Cir. 1960), cert. denied, 366 U.S. 963
(1961); Lessig v. Tidewater Oil Co., 327 F.2d 459 (9th Cir. 1964), cert. denied, 377 U.S. 93
(1964); Nelligan v. Ford Motor Co., 262 F.2d 556 (4th Cir. 1959); Miller Motors, Inc. v. Ford
Motor Co., 149 F. Supp. 790 (M.D. N.C. 1957), aff'd, 252 F.2d 441 (4th Cir. 1958); Times
Picayune Publishing Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594 (1953); Kansas City Star Co. v.
United States, 240 F.2d 643 (8th Cir. 1957); American Mfrs. Mut. Ins. Co. v. American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theaters, Inc., 221 F. Supp. 848 (S.D.N.Y. 1963); Associated Press
v. Taft-Ingalls Corp., 340 F.2d 753 (6th Cir. 1965), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 820 (1965); Syracuse
Broadcasting Corp. v. Newhouse, 236 F.2d 522 (2nd Cir. 1956). The separate product or
separate "commodity" problem of linguistics exists only when this problem is considered
under section 3 of the Clayton Act. Under section 1 of the Sherman Act the fact that the tying
item may be a service or a trademark rather than a commodity is without significance. United
States v. Investors Diversified Servs., 102 F. Supp. 645 (D.C. Minn. 1951); Columbia Broad-
casting Sys., Inc. v. Amana Refrigeration, Inc., 295 F.2d 375 (7th Cir. 1961), cert. denied, 369
U.S. 812 (1962); United States v. Jerrold Electronics Corp., 187 F. Supp. 545 (E.D. Pa. 1960),
aff'd per curiam, 365 U.S. 567 (1961); Gaylord Shops, Inc. v. Pittsburgh Miracle Mile Town
& Country Shopping Center, 219 F. Supp. 400 (W.D. Pa. 1963).

25. Atlantic Ref. Co. v. FTC, 381 U.S. 357 (1965); Bascom Launder Corp. v. Telecoin
Corp., 204 F.2d 331 (2d Cir. 1953), cert. denied, 345 U.S. 994 (1953); Lee Nat'l Corp. v.
Atlantic Richfield Co., 308 F. Supp. 1041 (E.D. Pa. 1970); Broussard v. Socony Mobil Oil
Co., 350 F.2d 346 (5th Cir. 1965); Belliston v. Texaco, Inc., 455 F.2d 175 (10th Cir. 1972),
cert. denied, 408 U.S. 928 (1972); Northern Pac. Ry. v. United States, 356 U.S. 1 (1958);
United States v. Loew's Inc., 371 U.S. 38 (1962).

26. Lee Nat'l Corp. v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 308 F. Supp. 1041 (E.D. Pa. 1970); Obsorn
v. Sinclair Ref. Co., 286 F.2d 832 (4th Cir. 1960), cert. denied, 366 U.S. 963 (1961); Lessig v.
Tidewater Oil Co., 327 F.2d 459 (9th Cir. 1964), cert. denied, 377 U.S. 993 (1964); Siegel v.
Chicken Delight, Inc., 448 F.2d 43 (9th Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 405 U.S. 955 (1972); United
States v. American Linen Supply Co., 141 F. Supp. 105 (N.D. Ill. 1956); Albert H. Cayne
Equip. Corp. v. Union Asbestos & Rubber Co., 220 F. Supp. 784 (S.D.N.Y. 1963).

27. Obsorn v. Sinclair Ref. Co., 286 F.2d 832 (4th Cir. 1960), cert. denied, 366 U.S. 963
(1961); Lessig v. Tidewater Oil Co., 327 F.2d 459 (9th Cir. 1964), cert. denied, 377 U.S. 993
(1964); United States v. American Linen Supply Co., 141 F. Supp. 105 (N.D. Ill. 1956); Lee
Nat'l Corp. v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 308 F. Supp. 1041 (E.D. Pa. 1970); International
Business Machines Corp. v. United States, 298 U.S. 131 (1936); International Salt Co. v.
United States, 332 U.S. 392 (1947).
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The initial question whether access by the customer may be had to a
particular item without coercion that the customer accept another along
with it on less than competitive conditions became confused on the issue
of whether there were in fact two products in context of some early fran-
chise cases such as Carvell Corp.,2" where Commissioner Jones indicated
that the principal product to which the trademark attached and the trade-
mark itself are not separate items of commerce for this purpose. This was
at best a bootstrap assumption based upon facts not in evidence, for the
permissible interest of the trademark owner does not include the right to
use the trademark as a lever to effect tie-ins unless the trademark owner
has no other way to protect himself from being found to have abandoned
the mark. The problem in Carvell was the inarticulability of taste and
texture end product specifications, or so it was found by the Federal Trade
Commission. Such an assumption cannot be continually efficacious, for as
more firms enter any market, the availability of products of equivalent end
use performance burgeons, and inarticulability of such end product per-
formance standards becomes meaningful only during the earliest stages of
the product life cycle.

An illustration of this stage of life cycle effect upon the necessity to use
tie-ins to protect a trademark may be seen by comparing Carvell to Redd
v. Shell Oil Co."9 There the district court granted a gasoline dealer plaintiff
summary judgment to the effect that Shell had misused its trademark by
requiring the plaintiff to buy his gasoline from Shell. Included in this
disposition is the finding that gasolines (within grades) of the major refi-
ners are fungible for end use purposes. All use the same refining process,
and the only difference in end product formulation relates to additives
which are differences without distinction in that they are performance
equivalents. 9 Judge Ritter who decided the Redd case has made a substan-
tial contribution to the law, to the regulation of petroleum industry's mar-
keting practices, and to the improvability of the position of subservience
of the gasoline jobber and dealer. Judge Ritter's opinion was the forerunner
of the now famous and controversial decree in Phillips Petroleum Co.3' by
the terms of which dealers can fly the Phillips flag and buy their gasoline
wherever they want so long as specifications are met which indicate that
the gasoline used is the equivalent of Phillips gasoline.

The apparent possibility of distinguishing the two cases is an analytical
blind alley. Though taste and texture seem no more articulable now than
in 1965, the proliferation of soft ice cream mixes eliminates the necessity
to articulate taste and texture. That brings the solubility of the problem

28. 68 FTC 128 (1965).
29. 1974 Trade Cas. 175,064, at 96,778 (D. Utah, 1974).
30. F. ALLVINE AND J. PATTERSON, COMPETITION LIMITED: THE MARKETING OF GASOLINE 25

(1972).
31. The provisional acceptance of consent decree announced. 3 TRADE REG. REP. (FTC No.

8930) 20,716, at 20,585 (Sept. 17, 1974).
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to a level where the burden should shift so heavily to the franchisor to
demonstrate lack of equivalence that the issue would probably become one
of automatic resolution as appears to be the situation in Phillips.

It is hoped that this progress is really the sounding of the death knell
for the proposition that a franchise concept and its related product are a
single item of commerce incapable of being tied-in aside from those instan-
ces in which the product is really an assemblage of many other subsidiary
products as in the situation of the automobile. 2

Happily, the court in Siegel v. Chicken Delight, Inc. 3 seems to have
done some damage of a substantial magnitude to that two-item problem
by allowing the question of the need for quality control even on fried
chicken breading mix, the franchisor's principal item and the subject of a
claimed secret formula, as justification for the tie-in to go to the jury.
Except, therefore, for an unusual situation of inability of a system to work
without a tie-in, 3' the limited leeway for extended rule of reason treatment
in the embryonic industry setting5 (initial life cycle stage), or the true
single unit case (the requirement that a Chevy dealer accept Chevrolets
with Chevrolet motors in them), there should be no more escape routes in
tie-in cases under conditions of doubt about whether there be one item of
commerce in issue or two items tied together. 6

The second element of the tie-in case, refusal to sell the tying product
by itself, clearly includes the variations on the refusal theme, e.g., willing-
ness to sell the one product, but on such terms that the buyer would be as
well off taking the tied product too.3 Little need be said here by way of
recommended revision of judicial approaches. There remains, of course,
the fact question whether there has indeed been an application of coercion
or refusal to sell, and this question of fact causes the second element of the
tie-in cause of action to blend into the third (sufficient economic power)
rather than to be a separately identifiable issue in itself.

It is at this junction point that the greatest degree of judicial flaccidity
still retards the potentiality that the private suit by the small customer
can achieve its most effective utility. The courts are still floundering

32. See, e.g., Nelligan v. Ford Motor Co., 262 F.2d 556 (4th Cir. 1954); Crawford Transp.
Co. v. Chrysler Corp., 338 F.2d 934 (6th Cir. 1964), cert. denied, 380 U.S. 954, (1965); Miller
Motors, Inc. v. Ford Motor Co., 149 F. Supp. 790 (M.D.N.C. 1957), affd, 252 F.2d 441 (4th
Cir. 1958).

33. 271 F. Supp. 722 (N.D. Cal. 1967).
34. Dehydrating Process Co. v. A. 0. Smith Corp., 292 F.2d 653 (1st Cir. 1961); See also,

Note, Dehydrating Process Co. v. A. 0. Smith Corp. -A Lesson in Identification, 57 Nw. U.L.
REv., 107 (1962); Note, Antitrust-Tying Arrangements: Tying of Goods And Service Justified
By A Sound Business Reason, 49 CALIF. L. REv. 746 (1961).

35. United States v. Jerrold Electronics Corp., 187 F. Supp. 545 (E.D. Pa. 1960), aff'd per
curiam, 365 U.S. 567 (1961); see also Note, The Use of Tie-Ins in New Industries, 70 YALE
L.J. 804 (1961).

36. Cf. Times Picayune Publishing Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594 (1953).
37. United States v. Loew's Inc., 371 U.S. 38 (1962).
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around in the asking and answering of nice questions that pose as analysis,
nice questions that have the effect of undermining the principal statutory
thrust-the prevention of practices having exclusionary, competition re-
tarding effect-and raising no longer useful issues to protract and compli-
cate the controversy.

How coercion should be provable and how the question of sufficient
economic power should be handled at this late date are the principal focus
of this article, for it is precisely here that the tie-in case is made in terms
of proof burden, and therefore precisely here that the tie-in case either can
or cannot be made in terms of the ability of the small, thinly financed
litigant.

Finally, if it is appropriate to adjust the perspective of the trial jurist as
to these matters in the situation of the small customer plaintiff, should the
perhaps wealthier competitor plaintiff be required to prove more simply
because of his ability to buy a first class ticket.38 Can there be any logic in
the rationale that the excluded competitor who could afford to sweeten his
offering to overcome the effect of the economic leverage implementing the
tie-in, but who did not choose to do so, has somehow failed to make his
case?

There must be a place to start in any evaluation of this issue concerning
the value or justification for adopting the "if it works, it's illegal" approach
to proof of a tie-in case. There should be, and there is some reference point
at which the tie-in syndrome is generally characterized in terms of its
posture or status vis-A-vis the history and philosophy of the Sherman Act
offenses, and at which a mandate may be found concerning the kinds of
analytical techniques to be applied in the future based upon this perspec-
tive setting instance.

In Northern Pacific Railway v. United States39 the defendant railroad
had been leasing land, which it previously acquired from Congress as right-
of-way grants, under leases which provided that the lessee would ship via
defendant so long as no other railroad serving the area would ship at a
lower rate. Considering some of the tie-in practices we have seen before and
since, particularly in the petroleum industry, the Northern Pacific lease
provision was quite mild. The trial court granted summary judgment for
the government 0 and the Supreme Court in affirming provided precisely
that reference point needed for the commencement of this evaluation. Mr.
Justice Hugo Black, speaking for the Court stated:

The Sherman Act was designed to be a comprehensive charter of economic
liberty aimed at preserving free and unfettered competition as the rule of
trade. It rests on the premise that the unrestrained interaction of competi-
tive forces will yield the best allocation of our economic resources, the

38. Carlson Cos. v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co., 374 F. Supp. 1080 (D. Minn. 1974).
39. 356 U.S. 1 (1958).
40. 142 F. Supp. 679 (W.D. Wash. 1956).
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lowest prices, the highest quality and the greatest material progress, while
at the same time providing an environment conducive to the preservation
of our democratic political and social institutions. But even were that
premise open to question, the policy unequivocably laid down by the Act
is competition. And to this end, it prohibits "every contract, combination
. . . or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several
States." Although this prohibition is literally all-encompassing, the courts
have construed it as precluding only those contracts or combinations
which unreasonably restrain competition. . . .However, there are certain
agreements or practices which because of their pernicious effect on compe-
tition and lack of any redeeming virtue are conclusively presumed to be
unreasonable and therefore illegal without elaborate inquiry as to the
precise harm they have caused or the business excuse for their use. This
principle of per se unreasonableness not only makes the type of restraints
which are proscribed by the Sherman Act more certain to the benefit of
everyone concerned, but it also avoids the necessity for an incredibly
complicated and prolonged economic investigation into the entire history
of the industry involved, as well as related industries, in an effort to
determine at large whether a particular restraint has been unreasona-
ble-an inquiry so often wholly fruitless when undertaken. Among the
practices which the courts have heretofore deemed to be unlawful in and
of themselves, are price fixing, . . . division of markets, .... group boy-
cotts, . . . and tying arrangements.4

Indeed, Mr. Justice Black repeatedly emphasized the totally negative
relationship between tying arrangements and the Sherman Act. His com-
ments in that regard are to be found throughout the opinion.2

The language of Justice Black can, however, be read two ways: (1) did
he hedge his bet by otherwise qualifying the apparent mandate for short
shrift treatment of tying arrangements; and (2) is there something to be
found in the trial court's record to indicate that the mandate for short
shrift treatment should be understood to be unqualified on the issue of

41. 356 U.s. at 4-5 (emphasis added).
42. "Indeed, tying arrangements serve hardly any purpose beyond the suppression of

competition." Id. at 6.
While there is some language in the Times Picayune opinion which speaks of "mo-
nopoly power" or "dominance" over the tying product as a necessary precondition
for application of the rule of per se unreasonableness to tying arrangements, we do
not construe this general language as requiring anything more than sufficient eco-
nomic power to impose an appreciable restrain on free competition in the tied
product (assuming all the time, of course, that a "not insubstantial" amount of
interstate commerce is affected). To give it any other construction would be wholly
out of accord with the opinion's cogent analysis of the nature and baneful effects
of tying arrangements and their incompatibility with the policies underlying the
Sherman Act. . . . [Tihe vice of tying arrangements lies in the use of economic
power in one market to restrict competition on the merits in another, regardless of
the source from which the power is derived and whether the power takes the form
of a monopoly or not. Id. at 11.
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economic power and, commensurately, the issue of coercion?
Using the first of these avenues of approach, there is indeed language in

the Northern Pacific opinion that detracts from the apparent firmness of
the opening position quoted, supra. Hardly is the forthright position taken
when the rubber kneed retreat begins. Illustratively, the Court stated:

They are unreasonable in and of themselves whenever a party has suffi-
cient economic power with respect to the tying product to appreciably
restrain free competition in the market for the tied product and a "not
insubstantial" amount of interstate commerce is affected. . . .Of course
where the seller has no control or dominance over the tying product so that
it does not represent an effectual weapon to pressure buyers into taking
the tied item, any restraint of trade attributable to such tying arrange-
ments would obviously be insignificant at most.' 3

This is precisely the point of retreat from which has sprung subsequent
concern that the plaintiff's burden of proof in tying cases should, notwith-
standing the court's having renounced elaborate economic proofs as indi-
cated, supra, include the kind of economic proofs which place the tying
case beyond the reach of the small litigant. For it is here that the court
seems to say that there are two economic questions to be answered. First,
how much economic power does the defendant have in the tying product?
Secondly, is the amount of commerce in the tied product more than de
minimis?

The first question connotes proofs consisting of industry analysis. What
is the relevant product market? What is the relevant geographic market?
What position does the defendant occupy in these markets, and what is
his market share? Are there sub-markets that exist within these product
and geographic markets which might be useful in characterizing the defen-
dant's ability to gain leverage for his position in the market for the tying
product so as to produce anticompetitive effects in the market for the tied
product? The Northern Pacific opinion did, fortunately, seem to back
away from this. Indeed, had it not, it would make no sense at all. It took
a middle ground stance by referring to the quantum of commerce involved
in the defendant's particular practices. In Northern Pacific such absolute
quantitative substantiality was demonstrated by reference to the facts that
the land in question included a grant of alternate sections along a path
from Lake Superior to Puget Sound, forty miles wide through states and
eighty miles wide through territories (the grants were in 1864 and 1870);
the district court identified 1,155 leases and other agreements appurtenant
to the land which contained "preferential routing" clauses." Somewhere
in this reasoning, or in the reliance upon the district court's findings per-

43. Id. at 6.
44. 356 U.S. 1 (1958).
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taining to relative quantitative substantiality45 the Court believed that
enough land was controlled by Northern Pacific to satisfy the "sufficient
economic power in the tying product" theory. Additionally, the shipping
volume involved, viewed in terms of absolute quantitative substantiality,
sufficed to justify sanctions against the arrangement as a not insubstantial
amount of commerce in the tied product-shipping."6

If there is anything clear from Northern Pacific, it is that the culpability
of tying arrangements under the Sherman Act is riot automatic in the sense
that the imposition of such a deal upon any buyer by any seller yields guilt.
Here there is a mingling of policy questions relating to enforcement with
policy questions pertaining to substantive law. If it really boils down to
renouncing the necessity to prove relevant product and geographic markets
where there is a large seller using the tying device across the entire scope
of its business under circumstances of substantially uneven bargaining
power vis-A-vis the buyer, then its thrust is positive, notwithstanding that
it still expands upon the prosecutor's or plaintiff's burden unnecessarily.
In accord is United States v. Loew's, Inc.47 Sufficient economic power is
at least to be decided in terms of whether that particular seller accounts
for a great deal of business in absolute quantitative terms, notwithstanding
that in relative quantitative terms the seller's share of market could be as
low as five percent. The obvious intent, therefore, is to eschew relevant
market proofs, and at least that has been achieved, evidencing a substan-
tial clarification of the unfortunate language of Mr. Justice Jackson in
International Salt Co. v. United States" that "it is unreasonable 'per se'
to foreclose competitors from any substantial market."

Following Northern Pacific we are left with the standard that the defen-
dant must account for a substantial quantity of business taking its opera-
tions as a whole and in terms of its business in the tying product. The
defendant must also possess some medium of leverage whereby it can use
its position in the tying product to influence adversely competition in the
tied product business. In International Salt the leverage vehicle was a
patent on a machine which processed salt tablets. In Northern Pacific it
was defendant's extensive and desirable land holdings for the opportunity
to exploit from which defendant could extract the preferential routing
clause from lessees. In United States v. Loew's, Inc. it was the very market-
able good film segment of defendant's film library that gave defendant the
ability to force exhibitors to accept the less desirable films from that li-
brary as a precondition to access to the better films. In Fortner Enterprises,

45. 142 F. Supp. 679.
46. E.g., harvests from holdings of up to five percent of the merchantable timber in

Montana, Idaho and Washington. See also Fortner Enterprises, Inc. v. United States Steel
Corp., 394 U.S. 495 (1969).

47. 371 U.S. 38 (1962).
48. 332 U.S. 392, 396 (1947) (emphasis added).
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Inc. v. United States Steel Corp.4" the lever was a loan program at favor-
able rates of interest that tied the buyer to U.S. Steel's modular housing
units. Where the defendant owns patents, trademarks and copyrights per-
taining to the tying product, there is an automatic presumption of suffi-
cient economic power in the tying product, ° but any aspect of uniqueness
or particular appeal in the tying product will suffice to demonstrate lever-
age ability. 1 The threshhold level of commerce necessary to be affected in
the market or business for the tied product is essentially at the de minimis
level. Any showing of an amount of commerce of substance, as low as
$50,000.00, will suffice,5" and this would be accounted for in every instance
by the simple reference to the plaintiff's purchases. Substantially more
than that would have to have occurred just to make it worth while to draft
a complaint, unless the case involved other causes of action as well or other
elements of injury.

Prior to evaluating the issue whether a particular seller actually used its
leverage vehicle to effectuate a tying arrangement, which is always denied,
even when it appears in print as in a lease or franchise agreement, it is
worthwhile to raise some serious questions about whether, even at this
threshhold issue, the proof burdens should not be streamlined. Illustra-
tively, if the court has repeatedly characterized the tying device as equally
offensive with price fixing and group boycott and has even, as we have
seen, renounced elaborate economic proofs as to market or industry struc-
tures and the position of the seller therein, where is the utility of having
to demonstrate how pervasively the tying device is used in the defendant's
entire business system? Surely it adds nothing of substance. Such a consid-
eration might be proper in the prosecuting government agency's delibera-
tions about whether or not to bring an action. With limited resources, the
agency would take that into account to prevent using up its resources on
cases in which the particular potential defendant may not be affecting
enough business quantitatively to do serious public harm. But to require
proof of pervasiveness in the customer suit for treble damages is sheer
waste at best and obstructionism at worst. Some have sought to distin-

49. 394 U.S. 495 (1969).
50. International Salt Co. v. United States, 332 U.S. 392 (1947); Ethyl Gasoline Corp. v.

United States, 309 U.S. 436 (1940); Morton Salt Co. v. G.S. Suppiger Co., 314 U.S. 488
(1942); Mercoid Corp. v. Mid-Continent Inv. Co., 320 U.S. 661 (1944); United States v.
Paramount Pictures, Inc., 334 U.S. 131 (1948); United States v. Loew's Inc., 371 U.S. 38
(1962); Siegel v. Chicken Delight, Inc., 448 F.2d 43 (9th Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 405 U.S. 955
(1972).

51. Northern Pac. Ry., v. United States, 356 U.S. 1 (1958); see also the petroleum cases
cited in note 3, supra; Fortner Enterprises, Inc. v. United States Steel Corp., 394 U.S. 495
(1969). But cf. Carlson Cos. v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co., 374 F. Supp. 1080 (D. Minn. 1974).

52. Northern Pac. Ry. v. United States, 356 U.S. 1 (1958); International Salt Co. v. United
States, 332 U.S. 392 (1972); Fortner Enterprises, Inc. v. United States Steel Corp., 394 U.S.
495 (1969).
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guish the Carlson Cos. v. Sperry & Hutchinson, Co. 5 case on the rationale
that it is a competitor's suit rather than a customer suit. But that is
nothing more than meaningless dialectics. The only significant issue, if we
are to agree with the Supreme Court that tying arrangements serve little
purpose other than to restrain competition, is "did it happen and was this
plaintiff affected by it." Actually, by reasoning backward from the answer
to that question, whether the defendant had sufficient economic power in
the business or market for the tying product to affect adversely competi-
tion with respect to a not insubstantial amount of commerce in the busi-
ness or market for the tied product is made conclusively obvious.

The entire approach to the issue of defendant's economic power in tying
arrangement cases should be re-oriented in this fashion to make access to
a forum for a practicable redress of grievances a reality instead of the
illusion it presently is.

Turning to our recidivist friends in the petroleum industry, it can be seen
that market power proofs are particularly inappropriate and unnecessary
in their tie-in cases for the additional reasons that the quantitative sub-
stantiality of each major refiner, the disparity of economic dependence of
the jobber and dealer upon the refiner, and the inherent leverageability of
the refiner's advantage over jobber and dealer have been examined many
times in tie-in cases. The refiner-jobber or refiner-dealer relationship is
institutionally pregnant with the power and opportunity for overreaching
in this vein, and to have to re-prove in every case that which is obvious is
even less justifiable here than in cases involving other industries.

The quantum of historical proofs as to this industry is staggering. In
Atlantic Refining Co. v. FTC, an evaluation of an arrangement whereby
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company paid Atlantic a "commission" for
"sponsoring" Goodyear tires, batteries and accessories (TBA) to Atlantic's
jobbers and dealers, the economic power of the seller, Atlantic, over the
buyers, its jobbers and dealers, was characterized by Judge Swygert of the
United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit as follows:

The heart of this case is the economic power Atlantic possesses over its
service station dealers. Ostensibly they are independent businessmen; but
behind the legalistic facade of independence, there exists a servitude
caused by the coercive pressures which Atlantic exerts upon its dealers.
The keystone of the actual relationship between Atlantic and its dealers
is the lease and the equipment loan contract with their short term and
cancellation provisions. Without repeating all the components of the rela-
tionship, it is evident that the service station dealer is more of an eco-
nomic serf than a businessman free to purchase the TBA of his choice. We
believe the Commission, in evaluating the evidence, correctly found that
if a dealer wishes to continue in good standing with the company and

53. 374 F. Supp. 1080 (D. Minn. 1974).
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retain his lease or contract, it is advantageous that he carry sponsored
TBA. 4

When Atlantic Refining reached the Supreme Court Mr. Justice Clark,
affirming the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeal's reasoning, noted:

Certainly there is "warrant in the record" for the findings of the Commis-
sion here. Substantial evidence supports the conclusion that notwith-
standing Atlantic's contention that it and its dealers are mutually depen-
dent upon each other, they simply do not bargain as equals. Among the
sources of leverage in Atlantic's hands are its lease and equipment loan
contracts with their cancellation and short-term provisions. . . .It must
also be remembered that Atlantic controlled the supply of gasoline and
oil to its wholesalers and dealers. This was an additional source of eco-
nomic leverage, . . . as was its extensive control of all advertising on the
premises of its dealers.-

Subsequently, the identical arrangements between Texaco and B. F.
Goodrich Company (you know, the one without the blimp) came to the
Supreme Court on the issue whether such an arrangement between refiner
and TBA manufacturer was inherently coercive even in the absence of an
extensive record on proof of overt coercion.56 While the Seventh Circuit had
felt a record as to overt coercion was required notwithstanding the ele-
ments of dominance and subservience appliable to the refiner and dealer
respectively, both courts were of one mind on the question of the petroleum
industry's feudal system. Speaking for the Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Circuit, Judge Burger stated:

Texaco, of course, controls the supply of oil and gas to its dealers and the
relatively heavy cost of constructing and maintaining a modern service
station enables Texaco to maintain substantial economic leverage through
the use of loans, short-term leases, and equipment financing. However, we
agree with Judge Wisdom that "the dominance of a major oil company
over its dealers comes from the leverage inherent in the structure and
economics of the petroleum distribution system. . ...-,1

In the Supreme Court Mr. Justice Black, speaking for the Court, reiter-
ated this theme:

That Texaco holds dominant economic power over its dealers is clearly
shown by the record in this case. In fact, respondents do not contest the
conclusion of the Court of Appeals below and the Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit in Shell that such power is "inherent in the structure and
economics of the petroleum distribution system. . . ." Nearly 40 percent

54. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. FTC, 331 F.2d 394, 400 (7th Cir. 1964).
55. 381 U.S. at 368.
56. Texaco, Inc. v. FTC, 383 F.2d 942 (D.C. Cir. 1967), rev'd, 393 U.S. 223 (1968).
57. 383 F.2d at 946; see also text accompanying note 12, supra.
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of the Texaco dealers lease their stations from Texaco. These dealers
typically hold a one-year lease on their stations, and these leases are
subject to termination at the end of any year on 10 days' notice. At any
time during the year a man's lease on his service station may be immedi-
ately terminated by Texaco without advance notice if in Texaco's judg-
ment any of the "housekeeping" provisions of the lease, relating to the use
and appearance of the station, are not fulfilled. The contract under which
Texaco dealers receive their vital supply of gasoline and other petroleum
products also runs from year to year and is terminable on 30 days' notice
under Texaco's standard form contract. The average dealer is a man of
limited means who has what is for him a sizable investment in his station.
He stands to lose much if he incurs the ill will of Texaco. 5

9

The Court then went on to indicate in the following paragraph that "it
is against the background of this dominant economic power over the deal-
ers that the sales-commission arrangement must be viewed."

No one can state that, on the basis of petroleum industry tying arrange-
ment cases already litigated, there yet remains a justiciable issue as to the
possession by petroleum refiners of sufficient economic power in the tying
product (including stations to lease, consumer credit card systems, brand
indentification, loan and financing programs, petroleum product supply)
to restrain trade through tying arrangements imposed upon their jobbers
and dealers in any product which the jobbers and dealers handle. Certainly
as to TBA products the nature of that relationship could be judicially
noticed.

The next question, indeed the ultimate question, is whether leverage has
been exercised. The best indicator of its exercise is whether the plaintiff
has been buying products from the defendant which he could buy (or their
functional equivalents) at lower prices from others. The plaintiffs sworn
testimony supported by records of his purchases and evidence sufficient to
show the availability of alternative supply at lower prices should be conclu-
sive, for there is no credible story capable of otherwise explaining the
choice of the least profitable way to do business.

Here too, there is a great deal of concern lest the small plaintiff prove
the obvious on a litigation budget within his (or his attorney's) reach. This
writer suspects that too much judicial concern has been paid to govern-
ment tying cases in which the Justice Department or the Federal Trade
Commission is out to prove a pervasive practice, and that as a result of
such concern burdens are unnecessarily and unfairly placed upon the pri-
vate litigant who should only have to prove that he was victimized. If tying
arrangements are in a class with price fixing and group boycotts then they
should be struck down wherever found59 and not granted asylum because

58. 393 U.S. at 226-27.
59. In Klor's, Inc. v. Broadway-Hale Stores, Inc., 359 U.S. 207 (1959), one small retailer

was cut off by appliance manufacturers because the big department store down the street
didn't like the price competition.
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a given incident of the practice is not itself sufficient to unbalance the
national economy. Confusion in tying cases on the coercion issue is particu-
larly present in the petroleum industry cases. Keeping in mind the nature
of the relationship between refiner and jobber or dealer, the proposition
that if there is a tying arrangement being applied by a refiner, his fine
upstanding dealers, in recognition of their American duty to stand up and
tell the truth, will testify to that effect with the loss of their business
hanging over their head for doing so is simply nonsense.

Some of the confusion in this area undoubtedly arises from the Atlantic
Refining case.6 0 In addition to the recognition of the relationship between
Atlantic and its dealers and the fact that within nine months of the
Atlantic-Goodyear TBA supply deal over ninety-five percent of Atlantic
dealers in New York and New England were on Goodyear TBA, the Federal
Trade Commission with all its time and resources was able to make a fairly
extensive record on coercion, including double-teaming by Atlantic and
Goodyear salesmen, extensive reporting by Goodyear to Atlantic on TBA
purchases by specific Atlantic dealers rather than in the aggregate, and
front end TBA inventory loading on new dealers. After combing the coun-
try, the Federal Trade Commission actually succeeded in locating thirteen
dealers out of Atlantic's over five thousand dealerships who could be per-
suaded to stand up and say they felt coerced regarding their TBA pur-
chases.

In 1967, having the benefit of Atlantic Refining as part of the adjudica-
tion history of tying arranagements, the Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Circuit had before it the identical TBA arranagement, this
time between Texaco and B. F. Goodrich."' It is worth noting, when consid-
ering the resources available to the small private litigant that on this
occasion the case was in the court of appeals for the second time, having
already been to the Supreme Court once; that the investigation by the
Federal Trade Commission had begun sixteen years earlier;12 and that the
complaint itself was eleven years old.

On the same record as to refiner-dealer relationships as in Atlantic
Refining, the same commission deal between Texaco and Goodrich as had
been present in Atlantic Refining, and the same kind of shift by Texaco
dealers to Goodrich TBA, the D.C. Circuit felt the case completely distin-
guishable from Atlantic Refining. In perfect illustration of the maxim that
there is no fortress quite so impregnable as a closed mind, the court rhap-
sodized:

In our earlier opinion we concluded that on the whole record there was
no substantial evidence that Texaco had exercised controlling economic

60. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. FTC, 331 F.2d 394 (7th Cir. 1964).
61. Texaco, Inc. v. FTC, 383 F.2d 942 (D.C. Cir. 1967).
62. Actually the investigation began thirty-one years earlier, but had been put on a back

burner during World War II.
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power over its dealers, as the Commission had found. Similarly, after
careful review of the record, we had concluded that there was no basis for
a finding of coercion and that read as a whole the record demonstrated
the contrary. We should note at the outset that nothing said by the Su-
preme Court in Atlantic bears on that holding and nothing said by the
Commission since the remand alters that conclusion.

We can glean nothing from the utterances of the Supreme Court which
alters the basic rule that a finding of coercion is the threshhold require-
ment of a determination of exercise of dominant economic power. As the
commission has noted, it did not ask the Supreme Court to review our
holding that the record did not sustain a finding of coercion. Equally true
is the fact that in the Atlantic case the Seventh Circuit's sustaining of the
Commission's finding of coercion were not appealed. But, in spite of this
lack of challenge by Atlantic and by the Commission in both cases, the
Supreme Court in Atlantic did not ignore record evidence of Atlantic's
coercive conduct. Indeed, that Court was well aware that the coercion was
found to have permeated the entire Atlantic program, contaminating even
its neutral conduct.

The Commission argues that Atlantic's coercion merely aggravated the
restraint imposed by the sales commission plan. We do not so read
Atlantic. If the Supreme Court concluded that the sales commission plan
was inherently illegal when entered into by a major oil company, it would
have had no occasion to take cognizance of the coercive practices and no
remand of this case would have been required. Yet the Atlantic opinion
is replete with references to these practices and we cannot escape the
conclusion that the overt coercive acts practiced by Atlantic were deemed
essential to the ultimate action of the Court. It is surely of some signifi-
cance that in almost every page of the Atlantic opinion there is some such
reference, e.g., "overt acts," "overt coercive pressures," "direct and overt
threats," etc., 381 U.S. at 368, 373, 376. ...

We have difficulty reconciling the Commission argument with the fact
of a remand in this case. If the Supreme Court viewed its holding that
Atlantic was treating contractual arrangements between the oil company
and its dealers in and of themselves as giving rise to controlling economic
power, and that mere salesmanship without any coercion constitute un-
lawful exercise of such power, there would have been nothing to remand.
The Supreme Coure could have simply reversed and reinstated the Com-
mission's order.

Of course we realize, as did Judge Wisdom in Shell, that the "Com-
pany's use of its economic power through the sales commission.plan to
cause its dealers to buy sponsored TBA even in the absence of overt
coercion" can constitute an unfair method of competition and a violation
of section 5. . . . The Commission also recognizes this and therefore
argues that each of the "non-coercive practices" referred to in Atlantic are
present in equal degree in this case. The Commission argues that the
references to these practices in Atlantic compels a conclusion that even
the non-coercive practice arising from the contractual relationship consti-
tutes the exercise of economic power over dealers. The Commission's con-
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tention must be weighed against the Examiner's finding that Texaco deal-
ers, unlike those of Atlantic and Shell, were free to accept or reject spon-
sored products. This view of the Examiner may have been influenced by
the circumstance that only 5 former Texaco dealers testified to facts which
could sustain a finding of coercive practices and more than 50 present and
some former dealers testified to the contrary63

The D. C. Circuit thereupon remanded the case to the Federal Trade

Commission with instructions to dismiss the complaint for the reason that

poor old Texaco had been harrassed enough in all of this. On certiorari to

the Supreme Court, however, Texaco was not quite so lucky. In 1968 the

Supreme Court dealt with the coercion analysis as follows:

Respondents urge that the facts of this case are fundamentally different
from those involved in Atlantic because of the presence there, and the
absence here, of "overt coercive practices" designed to force the dealers
to purchase the sponsored brand of TBA. We agree, as the Government
concedes, that the evidence in this case regarding coercive practices is
considerably less substantial than the evidence presented in Atlantic. The
Atlantic record contained direct evidence of dealers threatened with can-
cellation of their leases, the setting of dealer quotas for purchase of certain
amounts of sponsored TBA, the requirement that dealers purchase TBA
from single assigned supply points, refusals by Atlantic to honor credit
card charges for nonsponsored TBA, and policing of Atlantic dealers by
"phantom inspectors". While the evidence in the present case fails to
establish the kind of overt coercive acts shown in Atlantic, we think it
clear nonetheless that Texaco's dominant economic power was used in a
manner which tended to foreclose competition in the marketing of TBA.
The sales-commission system for marketing TBA is inherently coercive.
A service station dealer whose very livelihood depends upon the continu-
ing good favor of a major oil company is constantly aware of the oil com-
pany's desire that he stock and sell the recommended brand of TBA.
Through the constant reminder of the Texaco salesmen, through demon-
stration projects and promotional materials, through all of the dealer's
contacts with Texaco, he learns the lesson that Texaco wants him to
purchase for his station the brand of TBA which pays Texaco 10% on every
retail item the dealer buys. With the dealer's supply of gasoline, his lease
on the station, and his Texaco identification subject to continuing review,
we think it flies in the face of common sense to assume, as Texaco asserts,
that the dealer is "perfectly free" to reject Texaco's chosen brand of TBA.
Equally applicable here is this Court's judgment in Atlantic that "[iut is
difficult to escape the conclusion that there would have been little point
in paying substantial commissions to oil companies were it not for their
ability to exert power over their wholesalers and dealers.""

When a hard look is taken at the practical impossibility of getting dealer

63. 383 F.2d at 946-47 (emphasis added).
64. FTC v. Texaco, Inc., 393 U.S. 223, 228-29 (1968).
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or jobber testimony, even when the federal government is sending investi-
gators around the country looking for them (and that includes testimony
from excluded suppliers as well, for they are always hopeful that they
might one day be the favored supplier), requirement of such proofs in the
private case is tantamount to a denial of a day in court. The purple docu-
ment formalizing the violation is not likely to be found in discovery. If it
exists it would be destroyed rather than produced for the risk is less. What
is waved around is the company policy favoring compliance with the anti-
trust laws. The best evidence is always oral in this industry and oral
evidence from collateral sources is impossible to come by as a practical
matter. In its 1967 study of marketing practices in the petroleum industry 5

the Federal Trade Commission quotes one dealer's characterization of the
techniques as follows:

And if you know anything about gasoline retailers they are always under
pressure, and they are always under this economic fear which is presented
by innuendo that they are going to raise your rent or they are going to evict
you on the basis of some reason, and they really do not need reasons the
way they put it. Any and every dealer is fully indoctrinated with this idea.
I do not suppose there is any dealer that does not understand that he is
under pressure-when the company comes to discuss it. They usually take
him by the hand, lead him out in the middle of the drive way and discuss
it right in the middle of the driveway or in a care somewhere. They never
discuss it in front of witnesses."

Perhaps the most efficient way to make suggestions as to streamlining
burden of proof problems in private tying cases is to review an historical
sequence of them and use each particular such case as a sub-study.

The first such case of note following Northern Pacific is Osborn v.
Sinclair Refining Co. 67 In Osborn the plaintiff was a Sinclair dealer who,
in addition to his station, also owned a Firestone Tire store. Sinclair was
at the time having a TBA affair with Goodyear, and out of the passion of
that relationship sprang some hostility over Osborn's selling Firestone
TBA in his station. The trial court found that Sinclair terminated the
plaintiff on the asserted grounds of unsatisfacotry gasoline sales and unsa-
tisfactory TBA sales volume (counting, of course, only the Goodyear TBA
in that sales volume). To prevent himself from being orphaned, the plain-
tiff made amends to Sinclair and was reinstated in a ceremony which
included a large front end load of Goodyear TBA. Later, when the plaintiff
again became interdenominational in his TBA business, he was again ex-
communicated by Sinclair and decided to sue.

The district court did seem to adopt plaintiff's position that the Sinclair

65. FTC, REPORT ON ANTI-COMPETITIVE PRACTICES IN THE MARKETING OF GASOLINE (June 30,
1967).

66. Id. at 31. See also note 15, supra.
67. 171 F. Supp. 37 (D. Md. 1959).
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owned wholesale distribution center's TBA business (which was plaintiff's
direct supplier) was a proper relevant market, but at this point lapsed into
eighteenth century jurisprudence and, having before it no formal signed
contract whereby Sinclair required the plaintiff to buy only Goodyear
TBA, decided there was no contract, combination or conspiracy in viola-
tion of section 1 of the Sherman Act, making specific mention as it went
along that in Northern Pacific the tying arrangement was right there in the
lease. Oddly enough, the trial court never got around to letting plaintiff
prove up his damages, although he was permitted to show overcharging,
and one would hope that the overcharges would have shed some light on
the nature of the arrangement. The trial court also found that since the
public could buy TBA wherever it wanted, there was no public injury
present on these facts, and, in the absence of industry dominance on the
part of Sinclair, no per se rule of unreasonableness would be applied to this
case. Without the per se rule's application, it was then considered neces-
sary to prove public harm in a general sense as part of the plaintiff's case.

On appeal"' the Fourth Circuit, although eschewing dominance as a
prerequisite to per se treatment of the arrangement, was still looking for a
formal contract or for at least some facts to satisfy some internal craving
to find a contract. The simple proven fact that plaintiff had been ousted
from his business because of his apostasy and the patent coercive force
behind that was not enough for the court of appeals to say that there was
a culpable tying arrangement before it. Concerned about the specter of
United States v. Colgate Co.," which stated that a seller may select his
customers on any basis he might choose and unilaterally refuse to deal with
any who elected not to follow the seller's rules, the appellate court sought
and found sanctuary in United States v. Parke Davis & Co.,'" a case in
which there was a specific oral agreement among retailers to stop advertis-
ing cut prices on Parke-Davis drugs, which agreement was engineered by
Parke-Davis, and decided that Osborn's reinstatement as a dealer in
connection with a large purchase by him of Goodyear TBA constituted an
oral agreement that violated section 1 of the Sherman Act.

Today we can hope that a trial court can look at the same facts and
decide such a case on a coercion basis without having to do a rain dance
around Colgate and Parke-Davis," and we can credit the Fourth Circuit
with the following additional contribution to insight into the petroleum
industry tying cases:

The perniciousness of the imposed tie-in is aggravated by the fact that the
defendant is not even in the business of selling the tied products, but is
employing its economic power in the gasoline industry to force his dealers

68. 286 F.2d 832 (4th Cir. 1960).
69. 250 U.S. 300 (1919).
70. 362 U.S. 29 (1960).
71. See Albrecht v. Herald Co., 390 U.S. 145 (1968).
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to do business with a supplier in another industry under an arrangement
that yields the defendant an extraneous revenue. The defendant in this
case goes a step further than the supplier in the usual tie-in case, for here
the tied product is not even handled or sold by the defendant, but it farms
out to another, for a price, its coercive economic power."2

Subsequently, in Atlantic Refining, the Supreme Court again asked the
question concerning the essence of petroleum company-TBA manufacturer
relationships, and answered it thus:

Indeed, the Commission could properly have concluded that it was for this
bundle of persuasion that Goodyear paid Atlantic its commission. 3

Despite the concern with contracts doctrine at the systems level, Osborn
is a step in the right direction. We might ask, in terms of this reasoning,
however, what precludes each purchase of the tied product from being a
contract under section 1 of the Sherman Act? Where a plaintiff buyer
under conditions of economic dependency (be it a fried chicken franchisee
or a gasoline retailer or jobber), can show purchases from the seller on
whom he is dependent at a price above that for which he could purchase
similar goods elsewhere, the contract is proven. There is no need to look
to the overall scheme of business for some other contract. Additionally,
where the seller is shown to be generating an extraneous revenue from
business in the tied product, whether through commission deals as in
Atlantic Refining or through discounts where there is an actual purchase
and resale, it should be clear beyond peradventure that such revenue is but
the rent earned on monopolistic power over some segment of commerce,
(the seller's, dealer's or franchisee's)-a toll paid for permission to come
into an otherwise fenced-off market.

Next we come upon Broussard v. Socony Mobil Co., 7
1 which followed

closely upon the heels of Atlantic Refining. In Broussard, the defendant
refused to renew a lease on plaintiff's service station under circumstances
in which the plaintiff had been dabbling in TBA products other than
through Mobil Oil, and where plaintiff had refused to adhere to Mobil's
resale price fixing scheme. Here the Mobil Oil sales representative made
the unfortunate mistake of telling the plaintiff in front of two witnesses
(obviously not other Mobil dealers or the witnesses would never have been
allowed to come forward) that Mobil was kicking him out of his station for
not following the price fixing scheme.

It is difficult to evaluate Broussard for two reasons. First, the pleadings
were so bad that the trial court was left to speculate as to what the contro-
versy was all about. Secondly, the trial court was about as astute as the

72. Osborn v. Sinclair Ref. Co., 286 F.2d 832, 839-40 (4th Cir. 1960).
73. 381 U.S. at 368-69.
74. 350 F.2d 346 (5th Cir. 1965).
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pleadings."5 After summary judgment was granted in favor of defendant
Mobil the Fifth Circuit decided to send the matter back for trial, conceding
that there really was a question worthy of adjudication since two live
witnesses heard the Mobil representative's mischaracterization of what
Mobil later called an attempt to encourage competition. Even at the appel-
late court level, however, we find this stumbling around in search of a
contract, notwithstanding that the Supreme Court in Atlantic Refining
had just characterized the Atlantic-Goodyear commission arrangement as
having the same effect "as though Atlantic had agreed with Goodyear to
require its dealers to buy Goodyear products .. ."76 As this writer sees
the impact of that statement, particularly when re-enforced by Albrecht
v. Herald Co. ,77 the application of coercion in tying arrangement cases
creates a combination in restraint of trade in violation of section 1 of the
Sherman Act, obviating the need for the elusive search for a contract in
the old common law fashion. An additional problem in evaluating
Broussard as a tie-in case comes from the fact that plaintiffs most spectac-
ular proofs, the live witnesses, pertained to the price fixing issue. To that
extent, the value of Broussard in terms of tying arrangement law is limited
even though on remand the trial court was admonished to give plaintiff his
day in court on that issue as well.

In early 1970, we find the Federal District Court for the Eastern District
of Pennsylvania deciding plaintiff's motion for partial summary judgment
in Lee National Corp. v. Atlantic Richfield Co."8 Atlantic Richfield was the
same company known earlier in this article as Atlantic Refining, and Lee
was a TBA manufacturer who did not have a deal with Atlantic such as
Goodyear and Firestone, thinking incorrectly that it could sell to Atlantic
dealers based on price and quality without having to pay Atlantic ten
percent commission on such sales. When Lee found that its faith in the
efficacy of the pro-competitive policy of the Sherman Act was somewhat
less than justified, and that in fact Atlantic dealers were afraid to buy from
anyone outside the scope of Atlantic's approval, it sought relief in court.

Lee moved for partial summary judgment on liability, setting up the
earlier Atlantic Refining case as precedent and establishing that it was an
excluded competitor as a result of that tying arrangement.

The district court's response to the motion was: "Tying arrangement?
What tying arrangement? We don't see any tying arrangement. That was
just an arrangement whereby Atlantic got a ten percent commission from
Goodyear for forcing Goodyear TBA down its dealers' throats, but nobody
ever said it was a tying arrangement." Thereupon the district court denied
Lee's motion for partial summary judgment on liability.

75. Broussard v. Socony Mobil Oil Co., 226 F. Supp. 195 (W.D. La. 1964).
76. 381 U.S. at 370 (1965).
77. 390 U.S. 145 (1968).
78. 308 F. Supp. 1041 (E.D. Pa. 1970).
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The problem which the district court lacked the insight to overcome was
that Atlantic Refining was orginally a Federal Trade Commission case
brought under section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act which pro-
scribes unfair methods of competition in commerce,79 rather than a case
brought under section 1 of the Sherman Act. The rationale of section 5 of
the FTC Act in its application to behavior violative of the Sherman or
Clayton Acts is that under section 5 of the FTC Act the Commission can
attack not only practices actually violative of the Sherman and Clayton
Acts, but also practices which, though perhaps less than full blown Sher-
man or Clayton Act violations (or in cases where there is some technical
rather than substantive Sherman or Clayton Act defense) will ripen into
full blown violations if allowed to continue. Thus it is settled that by
proceeding under section 5 of the FTC Act, the Commission may attack
practices violative of the spirit of the Sherman and Clayton Act."0

Even in cases in which the FTC is attacking under section 5 of the FTC
Act conduct that is clearly violative of the Sherman Act, the Commission
need not prove more than that the nature of the challenged conduct is
inimical to Sherman Act policy. For that reason, since Atlantic Refining
was a section 5 FTC Act case, it was not necessary for the Supreme Court
to hold that Atlantic's conduct was a tying arrangement under section 1
of the Sherman Act in order to find a violation of law. It is not true,
however, that Atlantic Refining was not a tying arrangement case. Present
in the record in Atlantic Refining was every element of the tie-in case
under section 1 of the Sherman Act, including dominance over customers,
coercion and resultant adverse effect upon competition. There is unfortun-
ate language in the Supreme Court's opinion in Atlantic Refining to the
effect that the Court did not specifically hold that the Atlantic-Goodyear
deal was a tying arrangement. What the Court meant was that, although
everything necessary for a tying arrangement violative of section 1 of the
Sherman Act was present in the record, it was not jurisdictionally neces-
sary to hold thus in order to reach the desired result. To prevent the
miscarriage found in Lee National, the Court in Atlantic Refining should
have made it clear that even though it need not find the Atlantic-Goodyear
deal to be an illegal tying arrangement under section 1 of the Sherman Act,
every element of that violation had been proven.

For the Court in Lee National to have refused or been unable to fathom
this was nothing short of judicial myopia of the most aggravated nature.
There simply was not justification for requiring Lee to reconstruct the
entire record of Atlantic Refining to get the identical result under the
Sherman Act. The most respected of scholars have expounded upon this
issue, and their analysis was readily available to the Court in Lee National.
Illustratively, Professor S. Chesterfield Oppenheim stated in 1961:

79. 15 U.S.C. §45 (1970).
80. FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co., 405 U.S. 233 (1972).
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The contours of the interrelation of section 5 and the Sherman Act have
been reasonably well defined. The Supreme Court has correctly reiterated
that the Commission has jurisdiction under section 5 to attack incipient
or consummated Sherman Act offenses. It is therefore pointless to dispute
the Commission's resort to section 5 with respect to the variety of conven-
tional Sherman Act offenses equally familiar in the exercise of the Depart-
ment of Justice Sherman Act proceedings. . . . In this area, harmoniza-
tion of the Commission's exercise of section 5 jurisdiction requires the
Commission to be held to the same substantive criteria as those estab-
lished by judicial interpretations of the Sherman Act."

Clearly the Commission's case in Atlantic Refining was a case against
an already achieved Sherman Act violation, and clearly also the Commis-
sion had successfully carried the same burden of proof which would have
been required to be carried under section 1 of the Sherman Act.

In 1972 the tragic result of Lee National coupled with an astounding
ineptness of plaintiff's counsel yielded a similarly absurd result before the
Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals in Belliston v. Texaco, Inc.82 In Belliston
plaintiffs were fifteen Texaco dealers challenging (in addition to Texaco's
vertical price fixing practices, practices described as tantamount to hori-
zontal price fixing as well as price discrimination) Texaco's TBA tie-in
practices. As Lee National had been an excluded competitor as a result of
the practices in the Atlantic Refining case, so the Belliston plaintiffs were
victimized dealers under the identical arrangement dealt with in FTC v.
Texaco, Inc."3 of recent memory. Citing Lee National as authority for the
same misreading of Atlantic Refining, the Tenth Circuit distinguished
FTC v. Texaco, Inc. as not having held the Texaco-Goodrich arrangement
and its effects to have constituted a tying arrangement violative of section
1 of the Sherman Act.

Reading the Tenth Circuit's opinion in Belliston, however, one has the
feeling that the court might not have overturned the jury award in favor
of plaintiffs on the tying arrangement issue had not plaintiffs' counsel
given the case away. The strategy of plaintiffs' case had been that, due to
refiner dominance and dealer vulnerability, a mere request by Texaco that
its dealers handle Goodrich TBA was sufficient to satisfy the plaintiff's
burden of proof. On that assumption, plaintiffs' counsel stipulated that
there had in fact been no coercion. Had he taken the position, that, due
to their vulnerability, the dealer plaintiffs felt coerced from repeated re-
quests and visits to their stations by Texaco salesmen who inspect back
room inventory as a matter of course when calling on dealers, this verdict,
though not for much money, would probably not have been overturned. As

81. Oppenheim, Guides to Harmonizing Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
with The Sherman and Clayton Acts, 59 MIC. L. REv. 821, 826 (1961).

82. 455 F.2d 175 (10th Cir. 1972).
83. See text accompanying notes 61-64, supra.
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actually prosecuted, however, it was an invitation for the court of appeals
to throw out the verdict.

So far we have dealt with proof of liability in tying arrangement cases.
Proof of damages is an evolving technique which the writer wishes there
were sufficient time and space to discuss here. The movement away from
the system whereby plaintiff and defendant each brought in a grey beard
to swear what future profits would have been (or not been) had not the
plaintiff been terminated in dealing in non-approved products, toward the
system of constructing models of firms based upon measurable empirical
data is beginning to add more certainty to an area which up to now has
been largely guesswork.

CONCLUSION

Enough has transpired in the treatment and judicial analysis of tying
arrangements to justify judgment for plaintiffs in such cases based upon
any showing of dependence upon the seller coupled with a showing that
plaintiff could have bought the same or equivalent goods elsewhere at a
lower price. It is time that hair splitting and useless dialectic about how
much of whatever market a seller who engages in this practice occupies be
abandoned in favor of treating this entirely pernicious practice in a way
more likely to generate liability in the private suit, for there, not in govern-
ment cases, is the main deterrent to the practice.

In cases where the plaintiff has not yet actually been put out of business,
the courts should more generously apply their equity power in preliminary
injunctions to keep the small businessman plaintiff alive and do away with
his having to accept being put out of business in order to get his day in
court. The theory that such equity relief will not be given preliminarily
when the legal remedy is adequate usually, up to now, results in the defen-
dant's collectibility at the end of the road being used as grounds for deny-
ing such equitable relief. As such it is no more than a license for the large
seller to exact immediate destruction of the plaintiff customer's business
as the price of admission to court.

At the legislative level, in this writer's opinion, Congress should enact a
law preventing all petroleum refining companies from dealing in any prod-
uct not of their own manufacture. That industry's history of hard-core
recidivism more than justifies the harshest of remedies.
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